
How the Forest Helps 
the Fish
Grade 4

When: 
In May or June. The later the better, as warmer days
make the clues more obvious and lead to more
creatures to find. A sunny day is best. 

This is a long excursion, with plenty of short
activities and a long walk. Why not take a picnic
lunch and make the best of the day?

Materials List: 
• ten fabric “dinner napkins”

Activities

1. Waken Your Senses

Where: 
Snake Field (few snakes found here)

Time: 5 min

Why: 
• introduces sensory observation skills
• focuses attention on environment. 
• This activity also collects the class under your

leadership at the outset to remind them that this
is schoolwork, not recess!

Materials: none

How: 
Form a circle, and begin to rub your hands
together. Ask students to do the same. “Faster!
Harder! Now take your hands apart, and then bring
them almost, but not quite, together. Can you feel
that tingling feeling between your hands? That’s
your sense of touch. We’ll be using this sense today
to investigate nature and plants. Now take that
tingling feeling and put in on your ... eyes! Right,
Jason. We’ll be using our eyes today too. What
else?” ... and continue through the other senses,
smelling the air together, and tasting it (“but that’s
the only thing we’re going to taste today”) and
listening. 

Next Stop: 
Walk into the forest from far upper corner of field.
As soon as you are under the trees, start the next
activity.
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Learning Outcomes:
Grade 4 life science: adaptations of organisms
• relate the growth and survival of organisms to

a variety of conditions
• discuss how changes in an organism’s habitat

can affect the survival of individual organisms
and entire species 

• relate the structure and behaviour of local
organisms to their survival in local
environments

Inquiry Approach
Grade 4 applications of science learning
outcomes focus on the experimental technique of
finding answers. This BICS Teaching Trails
excursion focuses on the older techniques of
natural observation and inquiry to find answers.
Activities in this excursion are designed to
provide clues so students can answer the

question “how does the forest help the fish?”

Key Points: Salmon depend on the forest for their
survival from their hatching day until they
head out to sea. The forest helps the fish
by:
• providing shade, keeping water cool and

reducing evaporation
• holding on to winter rain and releasing it

slowly so creeks flow year round
• holding soil with roots so that water

stays clear
• providing food for young fish
• and in more ways too that aren’t covered

in this excursion



2. Shade Stop

Where: 
• under the trees just beyond Snake Field

Time: 5 minutes 

Why: 
• students begin to use sensory observation skills,

collect first clue. 

Key Points: The forest provides shade and quiets air
movement. It’s cooler and moister.

Materials: none required

How: 
“What is different here? We have our senses all
warmed up, so let’s use them! What are some
differences between the field environment that we
were just in and this forest environment?”

“It’s cooler!” Usually it is cooler on a sunny day.
Perhaps someone will use his or her sense of smell.
“I can smell more smells here—it smells like trees.”
“It’s more quiet.” “Do you mean less noise, Marie,
or that the air is quieter, as in less air movement?”
They may have all kinds of observations to make,
and some of them will relate to fish. If these
observations don’t come up, ask about them, as in,
“is it warmer or cooler here?” 

Once they have they have made a number of
observations, ask them how these clues can help

them answer the question “how does the forest
help the fish?”

Hints:
• Shade is cooler, and cool water holds more

oxygen for fish. 
• More scent is carried by moist air, and moisture

is good for fish. 
• Less wind means less evaporation, and so more

moisture remains under the trees.

Discuss what would happen if the forest was
removed, such as if it was clearcut. (The
environment would be warmer and drier. Warm
water carries little oxygen, and a drier environment
means more evaporation of water in creeks and the
possibility of small creeks drying up completely in
summer.) 

What would happen to the fish in this creek? (Bad
news. They probably wouldn’t survive.) 

What would happen to the whole species? (Some of
its diversity would be lost. Specifically, the fish that
return to this watershed—this run— would be lost.
Even after the forest grew back, salmon may not
return, as none would have been “homing in” on
this creek to spawn.)

Next Stop: 
Take the left fork and watch for logs on your left
before you start to go downhill. Ideally you will find
the group of logs that form a natural corral—take
them inside.
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3. Waterfinger

Where: logs to left of trail

Time: 15 minutes

Why: 
• students collect another clue using sensory

observation. 

Key Points: The forest holds on to winter rain and
releases it slowly so creeks flow year round
for fish to live in.

Materials: none required

How:
Start off with a fun winter rainstorm to set the
scene. The class will follow your example and help
to bring the rain to life—it sounds very realistic.

“Whew—I’m hot. Who else is feeling a bit hot and
dry?” Fan yourself with the trail brochure. “I wish it
would rain. I know—let’s make up a rainstorm! Who
can snap their fingers? That’s great—(snap yours off
the beat in case a rhythm gets started. A pattering
is ideal)—it sounds like the first fat raindrops
hitting the ground as a rain shower begins.”

“Now let’s make it rain a little harder (increase the
tempo of snapping). And harder! (Increase the
tempo to very fast snapping, and throw in some
tongue clicking too). Wow—now we’re going to get
really wet (change from snapping fingers to
slapping your thighs with your open palms) and the
wind is blowing (get everyone to make swishing
sounds with their mouths while still slapping their
knees) and there is thunder and lightening
(encourage appropriate sounds).

“But now it’s slowing down (slow down the thigh
slapping and not as loud) and slowing down (last
slaps and change to finger snapping—they will
follow your lead) until now only the last few big
raindrops are falling (last snaps). Then the breeze
comes back (shhhhhh) and blows the dark clouds

away, and the forest is left dripping wet. 

“Now—what happens to all the water? I know our
rainstorm was imaginary—though very refreshing—
but it does rain most of the winter on Bowen. What
happens to the water?”

Entertain suggestions. These may include that the
water runs off the surface, or that it soaks into the
ground, or that it evaporates back into the air. Pick
up on the soaks into the ground idea. “Now this is
something we can check, right? I’ve read that the
forest can soak up water like a sponge—lets see if
we can find something so full of last winter’s rain
that when we touch it, our finger gets wet. It’s an
activity called Waterfinger. You can search from this
log to that log …(set your boundaries) and call out
when your finger finds something really wet!”

Mingle and test their findings. Usually, someone
will find a really soft, spongy patch of rotting wood,
usually near the underside of one of the larger logs
that will leave their Waterfinger shiny with
moisture, but other pockets of dampness will be
found as well.

Call the group together to apply the clues. What do
their findings tell them about what happens to all
the winter rainwater? Most does indeed soak into
the ground, and especially into rotten wood.
Surface runoff is very small—who can recall seeing
water flowing over the surface, even during very
heavy rain?

“Can these conclusions help us to answer the
question “how does the forest help the fish?” See if
they can come up with the key point above.

Discuss what would happen if the forest was
removed, such as if it was clearcut (After a while, all
the old logs in the soil would rot away, and no trees
would fall to replenish them. Same for the constant
sprinkle of needles and leaves that replenishes the
soil. So without fallen logs and healthy thick soil,
little winter rainwater could be held back. Winter
rain runoff would be greater, “flushing“ the creeks,
and less water in summer would mean creeks could
dry up—all bad for fish.). 

Next Stop: 
The bridge over the tiny creek at the giant cedar
stumps on the park trail towards the hatchery. This
bridge is just a small platform with no railings. 



4. Water Shedding

Where: bridge at giant cedar stumps

Time: 5 minutes

Why:
• bring watershed concept out of the abstract 

Key Point: The downhill trickle of water from an area is a
watershed, and you can see and hear it.

Materials: none

How: 
This is a quick sensory stop. “Remember how we
woke up our sense of hearing back in the Snake
Field? Let’s do that again. Rub your hands
together—faster! Now take that tingling feeling and
rub in on your ears, and then slowly take your
hands away and listen—can you hear the water
shedding?” Allow a few moments for the music of
the water to be enjoyed. 

If you wish to reinforce the key point from the last
stop, ask them where the water in this tiny creek is
coming from. It’s the winter rain trickling out of the
forest soil and logs, and it’s feeding the bigger
creek below where the salmon live.

This creek is ephemeral, meaning that it ceases to
flow in the summer. If it has stopped flowing when
you get there, just move on to the next stop and do
both activities there.

Next Stop: 
The next bridge on the way to the hatchery. This is
the one with railings that spans Terminal Creek well
above the water. 

5. Where’s the Mud?

Where: on the bridge 

Time: 5 minutes

Why: 
• students collect another clue to help answer the

question “how does the forest help the fish?”

Key Point: The forest holds on to soil so that the water
is clear of mud and fish can breathe.

Materials: none 

How: 
Another brief stop. “Time to collect another clue to
help us answer our big question. We’ll rub our
hands together again—that’s it—and this time,
smooth that tingly feeling over your eyes. We need
to make a visual observation about the water itself.
What do you notice?”

Once they have they have made a number of
observations, one of which should be that the water
is clear, ask them how these clues can help them
answer the question “how does the forest help the
fish?”

Hints:
Ask them what happens when they dig or make
dams in ditches and creeks. Does the water stay
clear?

How do fish breathe? (Muddy water can suffocate
salmon and salmon eggs).

Has anyone noticed a short black fabric fence
downhill from a construction site? (They are put up
to catch and hold mud before it gets into ditches,
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creeks and rivers.)

The answer, of course, is that the forest helps fish
by holding soil with roots, fallen logs and leaves,
mosses and various tiny plants and even bacteria. 

Discuss what would happen if the forest were
removed, such as if it were clearcut, or even
changed, such as having some houses be built in it.
(Clearcutting leads to the changes outlined in
Waterfinger activity above and exposes soil to

increasing erosion. Exposed soil is carried into
creeks by increased winter run off. Home building
usually means digging foundations, again exposing
the soil. 

Next Stop: 
The salmonberry bushes between the bridge and
the meadow trail junction.
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6. Dinner is Served

Where: 
• salmonberry bushes after you cross the bridge

Time: 20 minutes

Why: 
• students discover what fish food falls into creeks

from the forest canopy.

Key Point: The forest helps the fish by providing food.

What: 
• fabric “dinner napkins”

How: 
“Wow—look at all the leaf factories!” “What leaf
factories?” asks someone in the rear. “I’ll bet you
remember. The salmonberry bush makes leaves in
order to…(hold your hand up to the sun)…that’s
right, Jason! To catch sunlight, and turn it into food.
Our next activity is an experiment to find out what
eats that food. First, I’ll need two assistants to help
with the demonstration.”

Find a bush that you can reach the trunk of from
the trail, and that has a good canopy of leaves. Ask
your assistants to each hold two corners of the
dinner napkin and position them under the leaves.
Then give the bush a vigorous shake over the
napkin, and immediately ask your assistants to
bring their hands together, closing it into a bag.
“Did you catch anything?” Let them peek in. Odds
are, there will be excitement building already

Set your boundaries, such as no more than five
steps off the trail and anywhere from bridge to bike
barrier. Remind them not to injure the bushes by
shaking them too hard, but a stiff shake won’t hurt.
Break the class into groups of three (or four, if
necessary), and hand out the dinner napkins. Tell
them they have five minutes to collect, and not to
release anything until everyone has had a chance to
look. Let them go to it as you mingle and admire.
When it seems that each group has at least a few
creatures, call them in. 

“It’s time to lay the table! Get ready to open your
dinner napkins end to end to make a long skinny
tablecloth running down the middle of the trail. But



don’t open them yet! Wait until everyone is
crouched down, ready to watch, because some of
the captured creatures will fly as soon as you open
the napkins. Ready?”

Circulate as before. “Look at that! Lillian’s group
caught a piece of bark that’s moving! It’s a beetle of
some kind!” When everyone has seen all there is
left to see, ask the groups to gently release the
remaining creatures where they caught them, up on
the leaves if possible.

Then it’s time to ask the inevitable question, once
again. Ask it now (how do these observations help
to answer the question “how does the forest help
the fish?”), or wait until a comfortable time during a
picnic or snack in the meadow. 

Students may assume that it’s only during
windstorms like their shaking that insects fall out of
the leafy canopy into creeks. Let them know that a
constant rain of creatures is falling into the creeks.
The leaves and flowers and bud scales that fall into
creeks are food for underwater insects too.
Scientists interested in what fish are eating will
sometimes place simple dishpans out on the forest
floor, and check them regularly to see what has
fallen in (sampling). 

Of course, the answer is that the forest provides
food. Fish eat both the fallen insects struggling on
the water’s surface and underwater insects too.

You may wish to link the answer (forest provides
food) to the leaf factory idea, to illustrate the
concept of energy flow. The leaves capture sun
energy, and use it to make food. Insects eat the
leaves to get the sun energy in the food, and fish
eat the insects, again to get the sun energy in the
food. It’s also the producer–herbivore–predator
food chain, another way of looking at energy flow,
in a real hands-on example.

Discuss what would happen if the forest was
removed, such as if it was clearcut, or even
changed, such as having some houses be built in it.
(If clear cut, the forest is not available for insects to
live in, and so there is less food for fish.  And if
houses are built, again there are fewer insects for
salmon to eat, because the houses have replaced
the green leafed plants.) 

Next Stop: 
Depending on how much time you have, either walk
on through the meadow to the Killarney Creek
bridge, or backtrack to the Terminal Creek Bridge. 

Gather the group before you step onto either
bridge.
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Beetle

Caterpillar

Salmonberry
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Mayfly
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7. Fishwatching

Where: at either bridge 

Time: 10 minutes

Why: 
• students see live baby fish, learn new

observation skills, collect last clue.

Key Point: The forest provides shelter for young fish in
the form of logs, branches and root masses.

Materials: none

How: 
“Who here has seen a heron fishing? Great, a bunch
of you has. Herons are skilful at fishing. Who can
tell us one of the things they do to be successful?”
Students may list behaviours such as moving
slowly, holding still like a statue, looking down into
the water, being quiet, and being camouflaged. 

“Those are all techniques that we can use in the
next activity. Because we’re going to try
fishwatching!“ Ask them to move as silently and
smoothly as herons as they line the railings to look
for fish. “Point when you see one, so that we can all
look there too. But move in slow motion and speak
only in whispers. Baby salmon at this time of year
are about the size of your finger, and very
vulnerable to herons, kingfishers, mink and other
predators. They will probably hide, but I expect
them to come out after we stand still for a few
minutes. Salmon feel vibrations through the water
with their lateral line, remember, so shuffling feet

or thumping along the railings will frighten them
into hiding too.”

Ask them to move like herons onto the bridge, and
then to freeze their feet once they find their spot
along the rail.

Hints:
• Young salmonids are the creek–bottom

–coloured. It’s camouflage.
• Unfocus your eyes and you’ll have a better

chance of seeing movement.
• On sunny days, scan the bottom for shadows of

fish.
• Look near bank overhangs and underwater logs

and branches in the water.

Hopefully at least some students will see fish.
Reassure the others. ”It’s always hard to see wildlife
when you’re part of a big group. But if you keep the
hints in mind and check anytime that you’re near a
creek, you’ll find it easier and easier to find them.
Soon you’ll be seeing fish that nobody else can
see.”

If fish are seen, encourage students to discuss the
behaviours they observe and their physical features
and structure (camouflaged colours, streamlined
body for speed, lateral line, etc) in terms of
survival. “Why might they be all facing upstream
like that?” (So the water can flow effortlessly into
their mouths and over their gills, bringing the
oxygen they need.) “Why are they so afraid of us?”
(Many creatures try to eat them, so they flick into
shelter quickly for survival.)

Last time to ask the question. “How do these
fishwatching observations help to answer the
question “how does the forest help the fish?“ A
student leaning on the railing says, “the logs and
branches in the water make hiding places for
them?” ”Sure, Lisa! That’s right.” They may come up
with other good ideas as well, of course. 

Discuss what would happen if the forest were
removed, such as if it were clearcut, or even
changed, such as having some houses be built in it.
(Clearcutting leads to too much woody debris (such
as trimmed off branches) in the creeks at first, so
there is less room for the fish. Later, as it continues
to rot away, there comes to be too little woody
debris and fish have nowhere to hide. If houses are
built, homeowners usually remove woody debris
from creeks to make them look nicer.) 

And now, while the railings contain them over the
clear water, might be a good time to review all the
ways that the forest helps the fish. Or if their
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Young coho salmon and cutthroat trout may
be seen



attention is still focussed outward on the creek,
then save the review for the classroom. 

That’s it for the Grade 4 Teaching Trails activities.
Have fun!

Other Suggested Activities: 
Salmonids in the Classroom activities are a perfect
complement. Also talk to the Fish and Wildlife Club
about bringing in a tank of the underwater creek
insects or a hatchery tour. 
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